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Point-cloud-based place recognition using CNN
feature extraction

Ting Sun1, Ming Liu1, Haoyang Ye1, Dit-Yan Yeung2

Abstract—This paper proposes a novel point-cloud-based place
recognition system that adopts a deep learning approach for
feature extraction. By using a convolutional neural network
pre-trained on color images to extract features from a range
image without fine-tuning on extra range images, significant
improvement has been observed when compared to using hand-
crafted features. The resulting system is illumination invariant,
rotation invariant and robust against moving objects that are
unrelated to the place identity. Apart from the system itself, we
also bring to the community a new place recognition dataset
containing both point cloud and grayscale images covering a full
360◦ environmental view. In addition, the dataset is organized
in such a way that it facilitates experimental validation with
respect to rotation invariance or robustness against unrelated
moving objects separately.

Index Terms—place recognition, point cloud, CNN

I. INTRODUCTION

In autonomous driving, place recognition is to recognize a
previously memorized place when the vehicle revisits it. With
a stored map, place recognition can be used for localization
when a high quality global positioning system (GPS) sig-
nal is unavailable. In simultaneous localization and mapping
(SLAM), place recognition performs loop-closure detection,
which is crucial for drifting error correction. In contrast to
localization, place recognition only concerns the location of
the robot, regardless of its orientation. A well-performing
place recognition system is expected to correctly identify a
previously visited place with a high probability in real-time.

Most of the place recognition methods are based on im-
ages [1]–[9], and few have reported using LiDAR [10]. The
limitation of using images is that they are variant to illumi-
nation change, as cameras are passive photoreceptive sensors.
LiDARs are active illumination invariant sensors. In this work
we adopt Velodyne1 for input, since its generated point-cloud
covers 360◦ in the horizontal direction isotropically, and this
enables us to design a rotation-invariance system, which is
necessary for place recognition. As similar sensors become
increasingly popular in autonomous driving [11]–[14] and the
cost has been greatly reduced, it is promising and practical to
conduct place recognition using similar sensors.

The traditional place recognition methods first detect key
points, where some hand crafted features like SIFT [15] are
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extracted. These features are commonly with high computa-
tional cost, and are further encoded by bag-of-words, then
recognition is conducted by matching the encoded indexes
[2], [16]. Since deep learning approaches have achieved state-
of-the-art performance in many challenging computer vision
tasks [17]–[21], there is a natural momentum to attempt place
recognition using deep learning. In particular, convolutional
neural networks (CNNs) [22] provide a powerful end-to-end
framework for image-based vision tasks. Such a structure
would also greatly inspire place recognition using LiDAR. The
advantages of CNNs include the following:
• It directly takes raw images as input;
• It extracts hierarchical features automatically;
• Both the convolutional layer and pooling layer make the

features of the higher layer shift invariant to some extent;
• Due to common characteristics of natural images, such

as analogy, the CNN models trained on one dataset can
be transferred to other datasets.

However, it is highly nontrivial to leverage a CNN to extract
features from an unstructured point cloud. This is because
images are typically a “dense representation”, for which each
pixel in the image configuration space has a defined intensity
value. Conversely, point-cloud is a “sparse representation”, for
which not all (abstractly) points in the configuration space
are defined. Only the locations with point observations are
informative. Point clouds are much more expensive to obtain
than color images, but training a deep CNN is data demanding.
The features extracted by a deep CNN in different layers have
different levels of abstraction, and its worth studying how the
performance varies with the choice of layers. In brief, the
solutions to the following issues are critical to use CNN with
point-clouds:
• A mapping to convert an unstructured point cloud to an

image is to be defined;
• The selection of a proper CNN model should be advised;
• The representation of the extracted deep feature should

be associated with a layer of the network;
• The features directly obtained from a pre-trained CNN

are redundant and noisy. Efficient and sufficient post-
processing is necessary for more compact feature descrip-
tion.

In this paper, we propose a point-cloud-based place recogni-
tion method using a CNN for feature extraction. A point-cloud
is first aligned with its principal directions, then converted to a
range image. A CNN pre-trained on abundant RGB images is
used to extract features from the range images. Principal com-
ponent analysis (PCA) is used for further dimension reduction
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following our previous guideline [23]. A scoring mechanism
that concerns both cosine similarity and the discrimination
of the best match among the top matches is used to make
a decision.

A good place recognition system is expected to be invariant
to illumination change and rotation, as well as to moving
objects that are irrelevant to the place [24]. However, to the
limit of our knowledge, there is no place recognition dataset
that deliberately separates its content according to these three
aspects in this context. In this paper, we introduce a place
recognition dataset containing grayscale images (the images
are not directly used in this paper) and point-clouds. The
images are taken under severe illumination change and both
types of data cover a full 360◦ environmental view. The
content of our dataset is organized to especially facilitate
tests of yaw rotation, which is the primary rotation case in
autonomous driving, invariance, and robustness to moving ob-
jects separately. Details of the dataset are give in Subsec. III-D.

To summarize, we stress the following contributions in this
paper:

1) We propose a novel end-to-end point-cloud-based place
recognition system using CNN feature extraction, which
is:
• illumination invariant,
• rotation invariant, and
• robust to moving objects.

2) We analyze the properties of the system by testing the
effectiveness of each module;

3) We introduce a new dataset for place recognition.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sec. II

reviews some previous work on place recognition and the
related CNN study. Our proposed method is presented in
Sec. III, which is then followed by experiment results and
discussion in Sec. IV. Sec. V concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Place recognition

Place recognition contains two main steps: feature extraction
and feature retrieval. We separately introduce the related work
in the two domains as follows.

1) Feature extraction and description: Descriptors are cru-
cial, and improvement of illumination invariance, viewpoint
invariance and calculation efficiency are the three main re-
search directions of feature extraction and description.

In the traditional visual place recognition methods, descrip-
tors roughly fall into two categories [25]: local descriptors and
global descriptors (or holistic descriptors [26]). Local descrip-
tors are extracted around detected keypoints like corners, while
global descriptors describe the whole image. Widely adopted
local descriptors include scale-invariant feature transforms
(SIFT) [15], speeded-up robust features (SURF) [27], binary
robust independent elementary features (BRIEF) [28], binary
robust invariant scalable keypoints (BRISK) [29], oriented
FAST and rotated BRIEF (ORB) [30], local difference binary
(LDB) [31], [32] etc. Since the number of detected keypoints
in each frame varies and directly matching the features can
be inefficient [25], the bag-of-words model is used to further

encode the local features to facilitate frame-wise comparison.
Global descriptors of a frame can be obtained by integrating
the local descriptors [26], [33], or by directly extracting them
from the whole image [34], [35]. A trade-off between local and
global descriptors is explored in [36], [37], where features are
extracted from the object region proposed by edge boxes [38],
and [39] proposes a lightweight adaptive line descriptor based
on color features and geometric information.

As a variety of range sensors become popular, place recogni-
tion starts to benefit from this new type of input. In [40], range
value is used to obtain scale information assisting the detection
of salient regions. [41] manually extracts 41 rotation invariant
features from each frame of a 3D point cloud, and adopts
AdaBoost to train a binary classifier to distinguish positive
and negative laser pairs. [42] designs a local feature extracted
from a point cloud, called a neighbor-binary landmark density
descriptor (NBLD), and extracts the NBLD from detected
keypoints to recognize places through a voting framework.
However, point-cloud-based feature extraction methods are
far from mature compared with image-based methods. It is
more difficult to identify keypoints, lines, and objects in an
unstructured point cloud than in an image, and the increased
dimension also intensifies the computational cost. Some ex-
traordinary frameworks like CNN are not designed for point
clouds and it is definitely worth trying to design a point-cloud-
based system so that the power of deep learning approaches
can be leveraged.

2) Feature Retrieval: With the extracted descriptor of a
new frame, retrieval is used to tell whether the current place
matches a previously visited place, and if the answer is
yes, where the place is. In most cases, the retrieval method
is designed independently of descriptors, and is less time
consuming to compute than feature extraction for most of the
datasets, unless the stored map is of a very large scale.

Based on different concerns and assumptions, well-designed
retrieval methods help to increase the precision-vs-recall per-
formance. E.g. by exploring the structure of the bag-of-words
data [2], [43], [44] or covisibility of landmarks [8], [9] to re-
duce perceptual aliasing; using the assumption that sequential
frame queries are of adjacent or the same place as prior to
narrow down the search range [2]; based on the assumption
that the vehicle will repeat the same path rather than just
revisit a single place, sequence matching is adopted [1], [3]–
[7]; [4] propose a method to correct the wrong recognition
when new information comes; the time consumed by many
retrieval methods is propotional to the number of places stored,
and this time can be reduced by narrowing down the search
range as mentioned before, or using a kd-tree [45], hashing
[46] etc.

Our focus in this work is point-cloud-based feature extrac-
tion using a CNN. In order to test the feature quality, we
show precision-vs-recall performance using single scan feature
matching without special prior. However, if the assumptions
hold, any retrieval approaches can be adopted to further
improve the performance.
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B. Convolutional neural networks

Deep learning [47], [48] approaches focus on learning
features directly from raw data in a hierarchical manner.
In particular, CNNs [22] provide a powerful end-to-end
framework that achieves state-of-the-art performance in many
challenging computer vision tasks [17]–[21], [49]. The rich
features learned by a deep CNN ranging from low-level
to high-level representations in the hidden layers have also
aroused extensive research interest in investigating how to take
advantage of them [49]–[52]. Moreover, the public availability
of efficient CNN implementations [53], powerful pre-trained
CNN models [17], [20], [21], [54], [55] and their ability to
transfer to work on other tasks even without fine-tuning has
further popularized the pervasive use of CNNs for various
applications. Not surprisingly, visual place recognition also
turns to CNNs for feature extraction [7], [25], [35]–[37], [56].
Our method is point-cloud-based, and in the next section we
demonstrate how we leverage the feature extraction power of
a CNN.

III. PROPOSED METHOD

The overview of our proposed place recognition system is
shown in Figure 1. A point cloud is first aligned with its
principal directions, then is projected onto a cylinder image
plane. After hole-closing, a CNN is used for feature extraction,
followed by PCA dimension reduction. Retrieval is based
on a score concerning both similarity and discrimination. A
threshold applied to the score is used to trade off between
precision and recall. The motivation and design details of each
module are illustrated in the following. The last subsection will
introduce our new data set for place recognition.

A. Preprocessing

The preprocessing module is highlighted by a light blue
rectangle in Figure 1. The output of this module is a range
(i.e. grayscale) image that can be put into a CNN. The input
we consider is a 3D point cloud that covers a full 360◦

environmental view. This kind of point cloud is commonly
created by a Velodyne LiDAR. In order to align the point
cloud, PCA is adopted to find the orthogonal directions sorted
by the variance. However, the resultant bases are not unique,
there are 8 possible combinations of signs. Considering the
typical autonomous driving environment, we narrow down the
cases to two. Let’s denote the original basis of the point
cloud as B = [ex, ey, ez], the basis obtained by PCA as
B′ = [e′x, e

′
y, e
′
z] and B′ = TB. The two cases that we

keep satisfy one of the two following constraints:

t11, t22, t33 >= 0 (1)

or

t11, t22 < 0; t33 >= 0, (2)

where tij is the element of T in ith row and jth column.
Following the setup of the KITTI dataset [13], i.e. ex points
to the front of the car and ez points up. For a common street

view point cloud, it is reasonable to assume in the PCA basis
B′, e′x and e′y span a plane which is roughly parallel to the
ground since they are the directions that capture most of the
variance. In order to satisfy either (1) or (2), e′z will always
point up, and [e′x, e

′
y] will be one of the cases in Figure 2. As

will be shown in Sec. IV, for unidirectional loop closure, using
one alignment is enough, considering both cases is mainly to
handle bidirectional loop closure.

We then create the range image from the aligned point cloud
using the Point Cloud Library (PCL) [57] implementation. One
parameter we would like to mention is angular resolution2,
which decides how fine-grained the grid in the cylinder image
is when the range image is generated. If the angular resolution
is set too small, there will be a lot of empty grids; and if it
is too big, the grid will be too rough to preserve the details.
We suggest setting the angular resolution similar to that of
the LiDAR sensor used, then filling the small holes using
morphological closing, i.e. dilation followed by erosion.

B. CNN feature extraction

As mentioned in Sec. I, leveraging a CNN to extract features
from an unstructured point cloud is highly nontrivial. It is
laborious and expensive to collect a large amount of point
cloud data to train a model from scratch, and we want to
take advantage of the abundant pre-trained ones. Currently
most of these CNN models are trained on RGB images of a
square shape e.g. 224:224, but the range images we generate
from point clouds are grayscale and of a very long rectangle
shape about 4000:100. The range image is simply repeated 3
times to fit the color channels; but for the spatial resolution,
naive resizing will severely distort the ratio, and brutal down
sampling will cause great loss of details. We propose to
preserve the original horizontal resolution of the image and
may increase its vertical resolution to ensure that it will not
reduce to zero through the pooling layers of a CNN.

A deep CNN trained on a large dataset can extract hier-
archical generic features for other tasks [18]. From the lower
layer to the higher layer, the precision of the hidden activation
decreases while the abstraction and invariance increase [50]–
[52]. We try to find the proper precision-abstraction trade-off
by testing multiple layers of the networks [54], as presented in
Sec. IV. Our range image is generated by projecting the point
cloud on a cylinder plane then unfolding it, so the rotation of
the point cloud around the axis of the cylinder becomes a shift
in the resultant range image. The feature extracted by a CNN
is spatially invariant to some extent, which contributes to the
rotation invariance property of our system.

In general, a deeper and wider network is potentially more
powerful [55]. We test our proposed method on three CNNs
i.e. AlexNet [17], VGG-CNN-S [54] and Places-CNDS-8 [55].
VGG-CNN-S [54] is modified from AlexNet [17] by increas-
ing the channels of the last three convolutional layers, and
Places-CNDS-8 [55] has a deeper network structure. Because
of the length of the input image, the size of the hidden layer

2The term ‘resolution’ here means the angle range corresponding to one
pixel in the range image. In the next subsection, ‘resolution’ means the number
of pixels of an image.
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Fig. 1: System overview

Fig. 2: Two cases of PCA alignment.

maps is large. Notice that although the linear transformations
conducted by fully connected layers perform reshaping and
dimension reduction, we cannot use the features processed by
them; since the shape of our range image is different from
that of the original CNN model input, the pre-trained weights
of fully connected layers can not be loaded due to parameter
number mismatch.

The features directly obtained from the CNN are highly
redundant. The redundancy is introduced by:

1) the repetition of the 3 color channel input;
2) the uninformative region of the range image, like the

boundary and the floor; and
3) the domain knowledge that only applies to the data used

to train the CNN, but not to our application scenario.
In our system, features are extracted from convolutional lay-

ers or pooling layers. One more pooling layer may be manually
inserted on top of the chosen hidden layer for preliminary
dimension reduction. PCA is adopted as a postprocessing step
to obtain more compact features. This is due to the nature
of the place recognition task and the global descriptor we
use. Since one place is supposed to have one descriptor, the
variance of each dimension indicates its discrimination ability.

C. Retrieval

We normalize the descriptor vector of each point cloud and
use cosine distance as the similarity metric. Most image-based

retrieval methods only consider the best match in the memory.
On the contrary, our method jointly considers the top k best
match and shows that this design leads to a better result. The
proposed retrieval method is described in Algorithm 1, where
f i is the feature of place i, Sstoredf is the set of stored features
of previously visited places, fquery is the feature vector of the
current scan, C(f i, f j) returns the cosine similarity between f i

and f j , s is a score we define, and threshold is used to trade
off between precision and recall.

Algorithm 1 Retrieval

Input: fquery, Sstoredf

Output: return place identity if match found, otherwise
report not found

1: C(fquery, f i1) > C(fquery, f i2) · · · > C(fquery, f ik) > · · ·
. find top k match

2: s = C(fquery, f i1)× 2− C(fquery, f ik)
3: if s > threshold then
4: return i1
5: else
6: report not found

Notice that the score s = C(fquery, f i1)×2−C(fquery, f ik)
is the sum of two terms: the cosine similarity of the best match
C(fquery, f i1) and the gap between the best match and the kth
best match C(fquery, f i1)−C(fquery, f ik). The intuition of this
design is illustrated in Figure 3 where two typical retrieval
examples in the KITTI dataset [13] are shown. We manually
find the revisited trails and use one round as the stored map,
colored blue, and leave the rest as queries colored green. A
pair of scans is treated as a true match if all the differences of
their 3 coordinates are smaller than 3 meters. In each example,
the query and its top 5 matches, as well as their corresponding
cosine similarity, are marked. The top example shows a case
when the required place has a match in the memory, while the
bottom example shows a case when there is no match. After
comparison, our key observation is that when a true match
exists, it has two properties: 1) it has high similarity with the
query and 2) its cosine similarity distinguishes it from the rest
by a large margin, which we call the ‘discrimination gap’ in
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the following text. In our system, we empirically set k = 4.
We do not use the gap between the 1st match and the 2nd,
considering that it is rare for the vehicle to revisit exactly the
same location. It is more likely to be somewhere between the
stored places so there could be a few true matches instead
of a unique one. The effectiveness of this design is shown in
Figure 4. The left subfigure shows sequence 05 from the KITTI
dataset [13]. The middle subfigure plots the histogram of the
cosine similarity of all the matched scan pairs in blue, and
those that do not match in orange. The right subfigure plots
the histogram of our proposed score. Comparing with using
cosine similarity only, it can be seen that in the histogram of
our proposed score, the blue bars are slightly pushed to the
right, while the orange bars have no visible change. This result
is consistent with our observation that the discrimination gap is
a property of the true match. Thus, modifying cosine similarity
with the discrimination gap makes the matched scan pairs
more distinguishable from the unmatched ones. This effect
is also shown in Subsec. IV-D.

D. HKUST dataset

We capture our dataset using an omni stereo camera and
a VLP-16 Velodyne LiDAR tied together and placed on a
tripod, as shown in Figure 5. Each pair of shots contain a
grayscale image and a point cloud. Both types of data cover a
full 360◦ environmental view and they are synchronized within
1 millisecond. At each location (i.e. within a 1 meter shift),
we collect two sets of data: one for rotation invariance testing,
and one for robustness to unrelated (moving) objects testing.
When collecting the first set of data, we turn the tripod about
40◦ for each pair of shots, and repeat this process about 10
times at one location, completing a 360◦ circle; while for
the collection of the second set of data, the equipment is
fixed, and we take a pair of shots when there are people or
cars passing by. This is also repeated about 10 times at each
location. We collect data in 7 different locations on the Hong
Kong University of Science and Technology (HKUST) campus
under different lightening conditions, gaining 171 pairs of
shots in total. Among them, 77 pairs belong to the rotation
invariance testing set and 94 pairs are for unrelated object
testing. Examples from the 7 locations in our HKUST dataset
are shown in Figure 6. The top images show the point cloud
scans, the middle images show the grayscale images taken at
the same location and at the same time, and the bottom images
show the same location when unrelated objects are passing by.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

We thoroughly test our proposed system in this section.
The performance of features extracted from different CNNs
and different layers are shown first, then the effectiveness of
each module in our system is tested using the best performing
layers. We test our system mainly on the KITTI dataset [13],
which offers the ground truth locations for 11 sequences
numbered from 00 to 10. Among the 11 sequences, sequences
01, 03, 04, 07, 09 and 10 do not contain a significant (i.e.
less than 100 scans) revisited path; sequences 00, 05 and
06 only contain paths revisited from the same direction i.e.

unidirectional loop closures; sequence 08 only contains paths
revisited from the opposite directions i.e. bidirectional loop
closures; and sequence 02 has revisited paths from both
directions. In order to clearly demonstrate the performance
of our system, we use sequences 00, 05, 06 and 08. We
classify our place recognition tasks into 3 classes according
to their difficulty. In the easiest task, the stored scans are
uniformly sampled from the sequences, so most of the true
matches are only different from the queries by a small location
shift and rotation. The tasks with median difficulty use one
trail of the manually-selected unidirectional loop closure paths
as stored scans, so most of the queries do not have a true
match and the existing matches differ from the queries by
a large location shift and rotation. The difficult tasks are to
recognize the revisited places in bidirectional loop closures.
Many works are tested on the easy tasks, the median difficulty
ones are more practical, and few works can handle the difficult
tasks. (Notice that in order to recognize revisited places under
a bidirectional loop closure situation, the input sensor must
cover a full 360◦ degree environmental view.) We found that
for unidirectional loop closures, only using the alignment that
satisfies (1) is sufficient to achieve good performance. We
then show in Subsec. IV-F that bidirectional loop closures
require considering both (1) and (2), then we pick the one with
higher matching score. The revisited paths in each sequence
are manually selected and are shown in figure 7, and the stored
scans’ indexes are listed in Table I

sequence loop closure type stored scans’ index
00 unidirectional 1-200, 3280-3840
05 unidirectional 13-150, 530-885
06 unidirectional 1-276
08 bidirectional 1420-1503, 1620-1840

TABLE I: Manually selected stored scans’ indexes.

We run our C++ code on a desktop with 4 cores @ 3.20
GHz without multi-threading for CPU implementation, and
adopt Caffe [53] for CNN feature extraction. We also use GPU
version of Caffe [53] on a desktop with 4 cores @ 3.07 GHz
with a NVIDIA GTX 980.

A. Performance of features from different layers of different
CNNs

As mentioned in Subsec III-B, we test our proposed method
on AlexNet [17], VGG-CNN-S [54] and Places-CNDS-8
[55]. VGG-CNN-S [54] is modified from AlexNet [17] by
increasing the channels of the last three convolutional layers,
and Places-CNDS-8 [55] has a deeper network structure. For
AlexNet [17], we test the feature from conv3, conv4 and
pool5. When extracting the features of conv3 and conv4, we
insert a pooling layer after them that has the same parameters
as pool5 for preliminary dimension reduction, and name the
resultant features conv3+pool5 and conv4+pool5 respectively.
Similarly, we use the features conv3+pool5, conv4+pool5 and
pool5 from VGG-CNN-S [54]; and pool3+pool5, pool4+pool5
and pool5 from Places-CNDS-8 [55]. We also show the
performance of directly using the vectorized range image as
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Fig. 5: The equipment used to collect our dataset. We use an
omni stereo camera and a VLP-16 Velodyne LiDAR tied

together and placed on a tripod.

the global descriptor for comparison. As shown in Figure 8,
all the CNN features outperform the vectorized range images.
Both the wider VGG-CNN-S [54] and deeper Places-CNDS-8
[55] have a better performance than AlexNet [17]. The best
performing layers differ from network to network. In AlexNet
[17], conv3+pool5 offers the best features, in VGG-CNN-S
[54] it is conv4+pool5 and in Places-CNDS-8 [55] it is pool5.

B. Easy task vs median difficulty task

In the easy task, we uniformly sample every 3rd scna in
a sequence as a stored map, and leave the rest as queries;
while the median difficulty task stores one path in the manually
selected unidirectional loop cloures. The results of two types
of tasks are plotted together in Figure 9. It can be seen that
for sequence 00 and sequence 05, the easy task achieves much
better performance than the median difficulty task, especially
in the high recall region. Sequence 06 roughly shapes like
a rectangle (see Figure 7), and the car passes two of the
edges at high speed and the other two at relatively low
speed. The unidirectional loop closure is completely contained
in the ‘low-speed edge’, where the scans densely cover the
road. Using uniform sampling, we actually create a lot of
true matches along the ‘high-speed edge’, where even the
consecutive scans have a large position change, and we also
create a lot of unmatched but close pairs at the same time.
Thus, the performance of ‘easy task’ in sequence 06 drops.

C. Effectiveness of PCA alignment

The precision-vs-recall curves with and without the PCA
alignment mentioned in Subsec. III-A are plotted together
in Figure 10, where each row contains the performance of
the same feature of different test sequences. It can be seen
that PCA alignment in our preprocessing module significantly
helps to promote the performance in all cases. Another ob-
servation is that which regions on the curves show more

increase depends on the sequences. Except sequence 00, the
performance of both sequence 05 and 06 is promoted obvi-
ously in the high and middle part of the curves, but tends to
merge in the low precision region. This is a common situation
when the similarity between true match pairs is decreased by
the direction misalignment, and our PCA alignment module
eliminates this effect. Sequence 00 contains the most sharp
turnings, and it can be seen that without PCA alignment, some
of the true match pairs have such a low score that they fail to
stand out among unmatched pairs even when the threshold is
lowed, leaving the gap between two curves in the low precision
region.

D. Retrieval using cosine similarity only vs using proposed
score

As discussed in Subsec. III-C, during place retrieval, we
jointly consider the top 4 best matches according to cosine
similarity of the features, and threshold a score modified
from cosine similarity by adding a discrimination gap. The
effectiveness of this design is shown in Figure 11. It can be
seen that using the proposed score leads to slightly better
performance in most of the cases, especially in the high
precision region.

E. PCA dimension reduction

In place recognition, each place is expected to have one
unique and discriminative descriptor, so the variance of the
feature indicates its discrimination ability. Thus, in our system,
PCA is adopted as a postprocessing step to obtain more
compact features. The precision-vs-recall performance with
different numbers of remaining dimensions is shown in Fig-
ure 12 (better viewed in color). It can be seen that in most
of the cases, the curves are quite close to each other, and the
performance remains approximately the same even when the
dimension is reduced from around 100,000 to a few hundred.
This result is consistent with our analysis, i.e. 1) the feature
extracted by a pre-trained CNN has redundancy; and 2) after
PCA dimension reduction, the main useful information of the
features remains. Notice that the lower dimensional features
can outperform the higher dimensional ones. This means that
the PCA actually denoises the raw CNN features, e.g. there
may be some cars on the road in a few scans, but in most of
the scans the road region is flat and the variance corresponding
to these elements is small, so that they are pruned during
dimension reduction, eliminating the disturbance of the cars
at the same time.

F. Place recognition in bidirectional loop closure

In this subsection, we test our system on sequence 08,
which mainly contains bidirectional loop closures. We tried
using condition (1) or (2) alone, and considering both then
choosing the match with the higher score. The results are
shown in Figure 13. It can be seen that only using one
alignment case fails in this sequence, but combining both
solves the problem. We suggest that if the prior knowledge
of only the unidirectional loop closure existing is available,
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Fig. 6: Examples of the 7 locations in our HKUST dataset. The top images show the point cloud scans, the middle images
show the grayscale images taken at the same location and at the same time, and the bottom images show the same location

with unrelated objects passing by.
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Fig. 8: Precision-vs-recall performance of features extracted from different CNNs and different layers. ‘data’ means directly
using the vectorized range image as a feature, ‘conv3+pool5’ means extracting the feature from the ‘conv3’ layer, and using

a pooling layer with the same structure as the ‘pool5’ layer for preliminary dimension reduction. Similarly for
‘conv4+pool5’, ‘pool3+pool5’ and ‘pool4+pool5’.

we can use either (1) or (2) alone to generate one descriptor
for each frame, otherwise consider using both, which doubles
the computation.

G. Comparison with other methods

Our proposed method is compared with the famous FAB-
MAP [2], and 3 hand-crafted global features of point clouds:
Viewpoint Feature Histogram (VFH) [58], Ensemble of Shape
Functions (ESF) [59] and Global Radius-based Surface De-
scriptor (GRSD) [60]. We use the openFABMAP [61] im-
plementation in opencv library [62]. For all the hand-crafted
features of point clouds we adopt the implementation in the
Point Cloud Library (PCL) [57] and normalize the features,
then use cosine similarity for place retrieval. The experiment
is conducted on sequence 00, 05 and 06 of the KITTI dataset
[13] under ‘median difficulty’ task settings. The properties of
each method are summarized in Table II, and the precision-vs-
recall performance of all the methods is shown in Figure 14.
It can be seen from Figure 14 that our proposed CNN features
significantly outperform the hand-crafted point clouds features
and FAB-MAP [2] with comparable speed. In Table II, notice
that both FAB-MAP [2] and our proposed method need
training data. However, FAB-MAP [2] needs the testing data
to be similar to the training data, which is expensive to collect
for robotic application, while our method leverages the transfer

learning ability of CNN, i.e. using the models pre-trained on
abundant RGB images to extract features from a point cloud.

H. Test on the HKUST dataset

As mentioned in Subsec. III-D, we collect two sets of data to
test rotation invariance and robustness to small objects that are
unrelated to the place identity. We conduct place recognition
on the two sets of data separately. In each experiment, we
sample 1/3, 1/6 and 1/10 of the scans as a stored map, and
leave the rest as queries. Since every one among the 7 locations
has at least one scan stored, true matches exist for every query.
More stored scans means the query can find more similar
matches, resulting in an easier task. We collect about 10 scans
at each location, so storing every 10th scan means that on
average, each place has one scan stored, and all the remaining
scans should be able to match it. The precision-vs-recall
performance of rotation invariant testing and robustness to
small unrelated objects are shown in Figure 15 and Figure 16,
respectively. It can be seen from Figure 15 that our system
achieves very good performance under rotation (notice that
the precision/vertical axis starts from 0.8), which is due to
the PCA alignment and the spacial-invariant property of the
CNN features. Figure 16 shows that our system can always
recognize the correct place (notice that the precision/vertical
axis starts form 0.9), which indicates that small unrelated
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Fig. 9: Precision-vs-recall curves of easy task and median difficulty task are plotted together in this figure. A detailed
description can be found in the text.
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Fig. 10: The precision-vs-recall curves with and without PCA alignment mentioned in Subsec. III-A are plotted together in
this figure.
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Fig. 11: Retrieval using cosine similarity only vs using our proposed score = cosine similarity + discrimination gap.
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Fig. 12: The precision-vs-recall performance with different remaining dimensions after PCA. The original feature dimension
and the remaining dimensions after PCA are listed in the legend.
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method feature di-
mension

need
training
data

parameters (if any) time
(frames/sec)

VFH [58] 308 No normal estimation search radius = 0.03 4.8
ESF [59] 640 No – 18.0
GRSD [60] 21 No normal estimation search radius = 0.05,

GRSD search radius = 0.1
1.6

FAB-MAP [2] 400 Yes feature: SIFT, vocabulary size = 400 8.7
proposed 400 Yes PCA remaining dimension = 400 2.0 (CPU),

5.4 (GPU)

TABLE II: Summary of the the properties of the following methods: Viewpoint Feature Histogram (VFH) [58], Ensemble of
Shape Functions (ESF) [59], Global Radius-based Surface Descriptor (GRSD) [60], FAB-MAP [2], and our proposed method.

The GPU time of our proposed method is obtained by using the GPU version of Caffe [53] for CNN feature extraction.
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Fig. 13: The precision-vs-recall performance with different
PCA alignments.

objects basically do not affect our place recognition system.
For the sensor that covers a full 360◦ environmental view, the
proportion occupied by the unrelated objects like pedestrian
and cars is very small, in other words, these sensors are
unlikely to be severely blocked, which results in a robust
system.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a novel point-cloud-based place
recognition system leveraging CNN feature extraction. Our
method bridges the gap between powerful image-based deep
learning approaches and point-cloud recognition. Without us-
ing any range images for training, the CNN features obtained
in our system significantly outperform hand-crafted features
and the resultant system is illumination invariant, rotation
invariant and robust to unrelated small moving objects. We
also introduce a new place recognition dataset containing both
point cloud and grayscale images. Both types of data cover a
full 360◦ environmental view, and the content of the dataset
is organized to especially facilitate tests of rotation invariance
and robustness to unrelated (moving) objects separately.
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